
 

STANDING ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION (SACRE) 
 
Minutes of a meeting of the Standing Advisory Council for Religious Education (SACRE) 
held in by video conference on Thursday, 23 June 2022 at 10.00 am. 
 

PRESENT 
 

Councillors Ellie Chard (Chair), Ann Davies and Merfyn Parry 
 
Representing Religious Denominations and Non-Religious Philosophical 
Convictions 
 
Jennie Downes (Vice Chair), Colette Owen and Brian Jones 
 

Representing Teacher Associations 
 
Leah Crimes 
 

ALSO PRESENT 

 
RE Adviser (PL), Principal Education Manager (JB) and Committee Administrators (RTJ 
& KJ [Zoom Host]) 
 

 
1 APOLOGIES  

 
Apologies were received from Katie Mason, Sarah Griffiths, Dominic Oakes and 
Councillor Cheryl Williams. 
 

2 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  
 
No declarations of interest had been raised. 
 

3 URGENT MATTERS AS AGREED BY THE CHAIR  
 
No urgent matters had been raised. 
 

4 MINUTES OF LAST MEETING  
 
The minutes of the Standing Advisory Council for Religious Education (SACRE) 
meeting held on 1 February 2022, alongside the minutes of Syllabus Conference 
held on the 14 March 2022 (previously circulated) were submitted. 
 
RESOLVED that the minutes of the SACRE meeting held on 1 February 2022, 
alongside the minutes of Syllabus Conference held on the 14 March 2022 be 
received and approved as a correct record. 
 

5 THE ADOPTION OF THE AGREED SYLLABUS CONFERENCE 
RECOMMENDATIONS  
 



The RE Adviser introduced the item on the Adoption of the Agreed Syllabus 
Conference Recommendations. It was clarified it was likely the matter would be 
brought to the meeting in the autumn to discuss the matter and to ensure that 
schools would be using the curriculum. 
 
The RE advisor highlighted that the forward to the document was incorrect and 
would need changing it was agreed the matter would be addressed with the chair 
outside of the meeting. It was clarified by the RE advisor that the syllabus was with 
the translation team, it was also raised that once the translation was complete the 
document would need to be published on the website. The RE advisor sought the 
committee opinion on making the document more appealing prior to being 
published, the committee were happy for the document to change to draw the 
reader’s attention; however, they would like to have sight of the document prior to 
the publication. 
 
The committee discussed the following in further detail – 
 

 Education of RE after the age of sixteen was raised, the RE advisor informed 
the committee that students who were currently in education post the age of 
16 would receive some form of RE education, however children who were in 
year 6 would receive the choice to continue the RE education post the age of 
16. 

 The language of which the RE education would be conducted was raised, 
the RE advisor responded stating that the education would be available in 
both Welsh and English. 

 

RESOLVED that the report by the RE Adviser regarding the Adoption of the Agreed 
Syllabus Conference Recommendations be noted. 
 

6 UPDATE ON PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT  
 
The RE advisor alongside the Principal Education Manager (PEM) introduced the 
update on professional development.  
 
The RE advisor informed the committee that the WASACRE Hwb playlists (online 
learning courses) were not currently available to show to the committee; however, 
the RE advisor made the committee aware that the quality of the playlists were 
high. 
 
Both the RE advisor and the PEM had also organised RVE/RE training for over 
seventy teachers and head teachers which had been positively received. The 
teachers also had access to RE/RVE guidance, the RE advisor thanked 
Denbighshire with their assistance with the training sessions for teachers. In closing 
the RE advisor planned to circulate a questionnaire to the teachers who received 
the training to see whether they thought the sessions were beneficial. 
 
Leah Crimes (teacher representative) gave the RE advisor an update from a recent 
head teachers meeting, as some teachers were behind with RE/RVE training 
however hopefully the Hwb playlists would assist with the training and rollout of the 
material. 



 
RESOLVED that the verbal update from the RE Adviser be received and noted. 
 

7 WASACRE  
 
The RE Adviser reported that the minutes of the last meeting held on 6th April 2022 
had not yet been made available for circulation but much of the meeting had 
focused on the HWB playlists. 
 
The RE Adviser informed the committee that there was an election for members on 
WASACRE, there were three vacancies and five people sought a place on the 
committee. The RE Adviser gave the committee short presentations from each 
candidate prior to the committee making their choice. 
 
The committee proposed Vicky Barlow, Edward Evans and Dr Louise Brown, for 
executive. All members agreed to the proposals. 
 
The RE adviser informed the committee there was also nominations for the position 
of vice chair; however, only two had put their names forward these were Vicky 
Barlow, and Edward John Evans. 
 
The committee proposed Edward John Evans for the position of vice-chair, all 
members agreed to the proposals. 
 
RESOLVED that Vicky Barlow, Edward John Evans and Dr Louise Brown be 
proposed for executive positions, and that Edward John Evans be proposed as vice 
chair for WASACRE. 
 

8 DATE OF NEXT MEETING  
 
The next SACRE meeting was organised for the 19th October 2022. 
 
The meeting concluded at 11:00am. 
 
 


